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Speaker: Robert

Lowering liquidity couples processing across banks.  Payments loose correlation 
with input because their timing becomes determined by internal dynamics of the 
system.

NOTE: we would see increasing correlation of payment activity between 
neighboring banks as correlation with instructions declines.  This is akin to reaction 
function.
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Speaker: Walter

This is the settlement rate for the entire system, not just FX

We’re showing settlement rates in the two systems measured over 1000 
small time windows using different networks in each system

The systems are correlated only because their response is correlated to the 
input which is identical in each system…
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Speaker: Walter

Note scale change from 25000 for FoP up to 35000 for PvP here

We’re showing settlement rates in the two systems measured over 1000 
small time windows using different networks in each system 

Red arrows points out the correlated high settlement rates (cascades) in 
each system triggered by PvP payments, there are also corresponding 
periods of correlated low settlement rates 
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Speaker: Walter
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Speaker: Morten

We here show exposures between the € selling banks and the $ selling 
banks, when both RTGSs have the same level of liquidity and with a no 
priority for FX payments. 

As expected the aggregate exposures increase as liquidity decrease.

Whether the euro selling banks or the dollar selling banks are
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Speaker: Morten

We here show exposures between the € selling banks and the $ selling 
banks, when both RTGSs have the same level of liquidity and with a priority 
for FX payments. 

In this particular case the priority for FX payments is sufficient to eliminate 
most of the exposure. Obviously all other types of payments are queued to a 
higher degree.
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Speaker: Morten

Here we show exposures between the € selling and the $ selling banks, 
when euro liquidity is at the highest level and dollar liquidity varies.

The less liquid the dollar system is the higher is the exposure for the banks 
selling euros because euros are settled quicker than dollars.

Whether the euro selling banks or the dollar selling banks are
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Speaker: Morten

PvP eliminates the FX related exposures but introduces queuing 

Here, we show the average

There are more queuing in the two systems when there is a PvP mechanism 
except when both systems are super liquid.
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Speaker: Morten

In the case of non-PvP the degree of cascades and Congestion here 
measured as the variability of the settlement rate is

1) Decreasing in the liquidity of the system

2) Does not depend on the liquidity of the other system
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Speaker: Morten

In the case of PvP the degree of cascades and Congestion is higher than 
non-PvP and the level depends on the liquidity of the other system. 
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Speaker: Fabien


